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About Heamar
Heamar Company Limited provides high quality general tooling, specialist tooling, components and lighting solutions to a range of 
markets including Aerospace, Defence, Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO), CEM, Mass Transit and Autosport. With over 
40 years experience supplying tooling for electrical harnesses, from wire cutters through to full DMC electrical kits, Heamar can 
help you make informed decisions around technology, applications and relevant standards. We strive to build strong interactions 
with our customers and suppliers to ensure a prompt, professional and competitive service.

Heamar has achieved BSI AS/EN 9120 REV B Certification, a standard developed for distributors and suppliers working with 
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), specifically driven by the aerospace industry. As an accreditation it incorporates but 
exceeds ISO9001. It focuses on product safety and reliability, addressing critical product performance, conformity to specifications 
and airworthiness. It covers the chain of custody, traceability, stock control and availability of records. This certification ensures 
customers can have complete confidence in purchasing both tooling and components from Heamar.

Product Portfolio
Heamar are the UK Master Distributor for IDEAL Industries and other specialist tooling brands, including Astro Tool Corporation, 
Band-It, Compaero, Daniels Manufacturing Corporation (DMC), Hotweezers, Klauke, PACE Worldwide, Rennsteig, Steinel and TE 
Connectivity. 

Heamar offers a bespoke tool control and kitting service with many different options available, including cabinets from Bahco and 
Stahlwille, bespoke foam inlays and etching of tools. Heamar’s product range also includes specialist task lighting from the Daylight 
Company and an advanced and comprehensive range of torque tools from Gedore Torque. Coupled with our specialist advice, 
for your convenience, we have a dedicated online store offering tooling, lighting and components with many items held in stock for 
urgent next day delivery.
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Tool Kits
Heamar offers a bespoke tool control and kitting service with many different options 
available. Heamar provides a range of options from tool rolls through to cases and roll 
cabinets, in a range of different colours as well as providing assistance with the design 
and configuration of your kit. Tool kits can be either electrical/avionic, mechanical or 
a combination of both depending on your requirements; simply provide a list of tools 
and Heamar supply one part number so there is no need to source different items from 
different places. Working with many brands and types of storage system, there are 
almost no limits to the options available when optimising your individual tool-storage 
environment. Bespoke tool kit covers featuring your company logo are also available.

Tool Control
Using a foam inlay system allows for neat and tidy organisation of tools so they are held securely in place. Each tool has its own 
individual place with a distinct colour mark, which makes a missing tool easy to detect. These foam inlays can be manufactured for 
new or existing tools.

As well as complete tool kits, Heamar are also able to supply the foam inlays alone if no case or cabinet is required; for example, if 
a shadow board needs replacing. Engraving of the tools, laser etching or printing to the foam can also provide a further level of tool 
control. By profiling the tools Heamar can design a tool control solution to your exact requirments.

Service, Calibration and Repair
Heamar provide a free wire evaluation service and can identify the appropriate tools to meet your needs. Simply send us a metre 
sample of the wire and we will do the rest.

As a master distributor, Heamar offer the complete range of precision hand stripping tools and machines from IDEAL Industries and 
connector tooling from Astro Tool Corporation. We are able to service, calibrate and repair these tools and provide the necessary 
certificates. Our trained engineers can completely strip down and rebuild the tools, returning them to original specifications, 
replacing old or damaged parts. We also recertify the tools, ensuring that they operate within the correct tolerances and limits as 
specified by the manufacturer. If a tool is irreparable we are able to supply a new one.

We are also able to arrange the repair, service and calibration of DMC connector tooling, Band-It tools and Steinel and Leister 
heat guns. If you’d like more information on our service, calibration and repair services, please contact us.
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